
Besides their performati ve functi ons, these Energy Domes work as cultural 
catalyzers. Themati c acti viti es are programmed and public gatherings occupy 
these forest glades. Open air art festi vals, energy awareness meeti ngs and par-
ti cipatory workshops on health and ecology are celebrated periodically in these 
spaces. 
These three forest glades are interconnected through an elevated trail. A run-
way that crosses the site amid the birch treetops off ering unexpected views 
of the blooming life of the forest. This corridor extends its way south to bring 
people to the elevated viewpoint prairie, and it extends north to generate a 
pedestrian bridge over Jacka Blvd., connecti ng St. Kilda triangle to the Bay Trail 
and with the Catani Gardens ecological corridor. 
This structure is used as well to generate an energy network between the dif-
ferent Energy Domes (balancing and compensati ng those producing less with 
those producing more) and to bring technical services (water and electricity) to 
diff erent areas of the forest. 
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01st
Covered parking
The site is cleared and leveled in order to optimize the parking disposition, 
including technical services and loading areas.
Three vertical cores connect these underground facilities with the park.

02nd
Suspended prairie
A technical green slab is built covering the site. Its topography is adjusted 
to generate smooth and seamless connections with the Palais forecourt 
and the Jacka Blvd.
The only point where the artificiality of the operation is revealed is at the 
south corner, where the green slab hoovers creating a green elevated 
plaza.

03rd
Energy domes and elevated path
Three energy domes are installed. Their different skin systems collect 
energy from sun, wind and vegetation. They increase relative humidity 
and controlling temperatures through evaporative cooling and thermal 
inertia, increasing natural biodiversity.  
An elevated path connects these three domes with the elevated prairie 
at the south and with the pedestrian bridge over Jacka Blvd. at the north.

04th
Gradient forest and forest glades
A white birch forest is planted covering the whole site. Trunks are aligned 
following a grid of 4x6m, directing all views towards the bay. The ages 
and sizes of each tree are carefully selected in order to generate a 
gradient effect, clearing the forest towards the three domes and towards 
the elevated prarie at the south.  These four clearings are periodically 
programmed with public gatherings, orchestrated by the different 
activities of the domes. 


